SPECIAL EDUCATION BEST PRACTICES
TOOLKIT
For School Leaders and Practitioners

During the 2015-16 academic year, the California Charter Schools Association (CCSA) conducted a
statewide qualitative study of innovative and exceptional special education programs and
practices across the California charter school movement. In October of 2016, we published a
report detailing our findings with examples of successful practices grounded in current research
and accompanied by several case studies of model programs. While the report provides an
overview of these successful elements, it offers limited detailed practical guidance that school
leaders and teachers could use.
The purpose of this toolkit is to expand upon our research findings by including specific examples
and practical implementation tips from the programs. Like the report, the toolkit is organized
into the following 9 key elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Philosophy of inclusion. Students with disabilities in these schools were educated predominantly in content-rich,
general education settings.
Individualization and tailoring programs to student needs. Schools were highly adaptable and built individualized
supports around student needs rather than placing students into predetermined settings.
Supportive school community. Schools deliberately worked on creating and maintaining a positive school
community where differences are celebrated and where staff and students support one another.
Multi-tiered support systems. Schools implemented clearly-defined, team-based, data-driven systems that
combined general and special education supports within a framework focused on prevention and intervention,
regardless of disability.
Family and community partnerships. Schools built strong partnerships with families and community organizations
to develop support networks around their students.
Cutting-edge technologies and practices. Schools embraced innovative and emergent approaches to providing
services for students with disabilities.
Flexibility and autonomy. Schools sought autonomy in special education, which allowed them to make local
programmatic decisions and build the full array of supports and services necessary to meet the unique needs of
their students.
Staff development. Schools implemented rigorous recruitment and professional development practices to ensure
that general and special education teachers and staff were prepared to meet the needs of all students.
Constant refinement and improvement of programs. Schools continually evaluated and refined their practices to
match the evolving needs of their students.
Each element is defined and described below, accompanied by practical tips for implementation
and additional resources. Note that some of the resources are not free; however, it is not the
intent of CCSA to endorse or promote any curriculum, resource, organization, or software.
Instead, we aim to share those resources that schools found useful for meeting the needs of
students with disabilities and other vulnerable populations.
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1. Philosophy of Inclusion
Behind all of the successful special education models we visited was a strong belief in the philosophy of inclusion.
Charter schools expressed a commitment to responding to the
diversity of needs of all learners through changes and
modifications to content, approaches, structures, and
strategies. These charters shared a common vision which
embraces all students, and a conviction that it is the
responsibility of the general education system to educate all
students.
In California, nearly half of students with disabilities continue to
be educated in segregated settings, with only 53% being
included in general education classrooms for 80% or more of
their instructional day. However, in the charter sector, the rate
of inclusion is much higher – 88% of students with disabilities
are educated in general education classrooms for 80% or more
of their instructional day. Inclusive education is much more
than just educating differently-abled students together. It
involves careful planning to ensure that all students are
provided with appropriate supports within one coherent
system. Below, are several key aspects that are necessary for successful inclusive schools, along with practical tips
and additional resources for implementation.
KEY ASPECTS:
•

All students are in content-rich general education classes to the greatest extent possible.

•

All staff see the value in inclusion and strive to build supports and services into the general education classrooms
rather than provide them on a pull-out basis.

•

Universal Design for Learning Approach (UDL) is used.
UDL provides a set of tools and considerations to ensure that instructional goals, assessments, and methods
are accessible to all. It rests on 3 essential components: presenting information and content in multiple
formats so that all students can access it; allowing students alternatives to express or demonstrate their
learning; and tapping into students’ interests and motivation for learning in a variety of ways.

•

Accessible Communication.
Students are immersed in language-rich environments and given tools to communicate with adults and peers.
Communication includes languages, display of text, Braille, tactile communication, large print, accessible
multimedia as well as written, audio, plain-language, human-reader and augmentative and alternative modes,
means and formats of communication, including accessible information and communication technology.

•

Constant collaboration.
At the core of any successful inclusion model is constant collaboration between general and special education
teachers as well as related service professionals.
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PRACTICAL TIPS:
•

Implement collaboration structures to ensure that teachers and specialists have the time and space to work
together to support students.
This piece is absolutely key for implementation of a coherent and inclusive educational model. The schools we
visited approached collaboration in a variety of ways, but each had well-defined structures to support and
promote collaboration. Some schools had co-taught classrooms (CHIME, Gabriella, Oakland School for the
Arts); and, it was an expectation that general and special education teachers planned, taught, and evaluated
lessons together. In other schools, teachers were provided designated collaborative planning time on a weekly
basis. Schools also frequently facilitated collaboration between teachers and related services personnel,
including school psychologists, speech and language pathologists, ad behavior intervention specialists by:
§ Scheduling recurring general and special education teacher and service provider meetings;
§ Ensuring that special education teachers have consistent access to general education teacher
lesson plans and opportunities to accommodate/modify them as needed;
§ Using binders/trackers/other tools to make it easy for general education teachers to make
accommodations and assess progress toward student goals. An example of an accommodations
matrix from Oakland School for the Arts is included in Attachment A at the end of this toolkit.

•

Build a library of modified and accommodated assignments.
At CHIME Institute's Charter School in Los Angeles, general and special education teachers work together to
modify all assignments for every grade level, in accordance with the unique needs of their students. However,
each time a modification is made (for example, a fictional text is simplified) the modified version of the
resource gets added to the “Mod Server”. This has allowed CHIME to build up a robust library of modified
resources for every assignment in every grade level, which can help meet different types of needs and save
teachers’ time. Schools can use dedicated external hard drives or cloud drives (like Google Drive) to save their
materials.

•

Utilize available technology to make communication accessible.
Students with disabilities often require assistive communication systems to ensure that they can fully
participate in the classroom, and those systems are expensive. CHIME and Multicultural Learning Center (MLC)
used iPads and tablet devices with assistive communication software that helped students effectively engage
in conversations and classroom discussions. Proloque2Go is the most well-known of all the assistive
communications apps on the iPad, but there are other solutions that allow students to create pictures,
flashcards, storyboards, routines, visual schedules, and other means of communicating. Some additional
examples include iCommunicate, My Talk Tools Mobile, Look2Learn (L2L), and Voice4u. Students at CHIME
also learned basic sign language from an early age. In a kindergarten classroom, students sang along to a song
that combined text and visuals (characters and symbols drawn over certain words) with a video of an
instructional aide singing along in sign language.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

•

Guidelines for Inclusion: Ensuring Access to Education for All, UNESCO, 2005

•

CAST Universal Design for Learning

•

Inclusive education best practices self-assessment

•

Myriad resources on co-teaching, collaboration, and special education best practices from the IRIS Center, which is
a national center dedicated to improving education outcomes for all children, especially those with disabilities
from birth through age twenty-one, through the use of effective evidence-based practices and interventions.
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2. Individualization and Tailoring Programs to Student Needs
Special education is not a place, it is a service. Rather than thinking about a program that would meet the needs of
a student or a group of students, schools should work creatively to build supports and services around their
students. Furthermore, all special education programs should evolve and change each year to meet the evolving
needs of the students they serve.
KEY ASPECTS:
•

No “one-size-fits-all” approach.
While it is typical for schools to develop expertise in
certain types of service-delivery models, schools
should avoid thinking of expertise as placement
options. Every student should have an individualized
educational program (IEP) built around his or her
unique needs. Under no circumstances should a
student be placed in a more restrictive setting (like a
special day class) on the basis of their IEP from a
previous school, the number of service minutes they
have, or their special education eligibility category.
This approach contributes to exclusion, segregation,
and lower achievement of students with special
needs.

•

Student independent functioning is the ultimate goal.
It is possible that a student needs a more restrictive setting for a period of time in order to meet his/her
needs. However, the goal of special education should be to get the student back into the general education
setting as soon as possible, so that he/she can become an independent and productive member of society.
PRACTICAL TIPS:

•

Utilize your existing resources.
At KIPP Raices, administrators and staff built a program around a student who had significant behavioral,
academic, and socioemotional needs, relying predominantly on their existing staff. They worked with the
family, staff, and a number of professionals to first stabilize the student by removing him from the general
education classroom where he posed a safety threat to himself and others. Then, they conducted a series of
assessments, including a Functional Analysis Assessment (FAA) to understand what triggers student behavior
and how to best address it. They put systems in place to support the student in developing skills for positive
interaction and for managing his outbursts. They provided training to staff and parents on these systems. For
several months, the student worked one-on-one with a teacher outside of the general education classroom,
until, gradually, he was again able to function in his general education classroom full time. The student still
receives some one-on-one support to fill in his remaining skills and academic gaps, but he is included in all
instruction and school activities with his peers.
Gabriella Charter Academy went through a similar cycle with a student who was significantly behind
academically. As a second grader, she had trouble spelling her name and recognizing sight words. She barely
spoke. The school administrators arranged for her to work with kindergarten and first grade general education
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teachers to fill in some of her skills gaps in literacy. She also worked with special education teachers and other
specialists to give her strategies for independent functioning. The student is now in third grade and able to
fully participate in her grade-level curriculum.
•

Ask your Special Education Local Plan Area (SELPA) for assistance.
Oakland School for the Arts (OSA) had a group of students one year with significant socioemotional and mental
health needs. Students were dealing with depression, anxiety, trauma, poverty, homelessness, and other
factors that were holding them back from being successful in school. OSA contacted the El Dorado Charter
SELPA, of which they are a member, and asked for assistance with creating a specialized program to meet the
needs of this group. The SELPA offered ideas and guidance in creating a Therapeutically Enriched Academic
Model or “TEAM” program at OSA. The key component of TEAM was flexibility—students knew that if they
were feeling anxious or overwhelmed they could leave their academic class and return to their TEAM
classroom or find a TEAM counselor to work with for as long as they needed. By fostering this flexibility at the
outset, the overall structure of the program remained consistent: the students began the day with group
therapy, attended academic classes with the flexibility to leave if needed, received regular individual
counseling, and ended the day with another session of group therapy. Periodically, other IEP students or
sometimes non-IEP students were included in the TEAM program for short interventions.

•

Clear communication with parents.
Given that many parents of students with disabilities enter charter schools with some prior experience with
the traditional special educations systems, they may be looking for a particular setting or a continuum of
settings. Thus, it is incumbent upon your school to educate parents about your program philosophy. Schools
we visited worked hard to help the parents understand that, while they may not have a specific setting that
the parents are looking for, they should be able to create a customized and individualized program for the
student. It is also very important that you educate your office staff on how to respond to parents who call
looking for specific special education placement options. To improve access for families, be sure that your
office staff is well-versed in the following:
o Your school’s overall approach to special education
o Available services and accommodations
o Outcomes for students with special needs
o Availability of opportunities to meet with teachers prior to applying
o Availability of accommodations and personalized supports for parents during the application process

3. Supportive School Community
To ensure that students are fully included and embraced by their school
community, charter schools we visited deliberately worked on creating and
maintaining a positive school culture where differences are celebrated and
where staff and students support one another. Furthermore, the schools
utilized student discipline alternatives that do not require removal from the
educational setting. Some examples of alternatives to suspension include
community service, counseling, parent supervision, courses focused on
socio-emotional and behavioral skills. With the number of positive
examples mounting, there is also considerable interest in expanding
restorative justice programs as an alternative to out-of-school suspensions
and expulsions.
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KEY ASPECTS:
•

System of Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports;

•

Value and recognition of diversity;

•

Socioemotional and mental health support;

•

Restorative Practices focused on supporting the individual needs of students, building community, and repairing
relationships.
PRACTICAL TIPS:

•

Well-established values and behavior norms throughout the school and in the classrooms.
Schools we visited established and maintained positive behavior support frameworks that were consistently
upheld across the school. Oxford Preparatory Academy has school-wide student goals of high academic
achievement, respect for others, integrity of character, a spirit of unselfishness, physical vigor, and potential
for leadership. KIPP Raices also has character traits and communicates its philosophy with a simple motto:
“Work hard. Be nice”. Many of the schools also had classroom-specific sets of rules and norms that were
agreed-upon by students and teachers.

•

Emphasis on repairing relationships rather than punishment.
Excellence and Justice in Education (EJE) Middle Academy teachers and administrators implemented
Restorative Justice practices to help build and repair relationships when conflict occurs. The staff utilize a set
of restorative questions whenever they need to intervene in a difficult situation. The intent of these questions
is to get to the reason behind the action, seeking to understand the perspective and impact on all involved
parties, and to help repair the harm. An example of Restorative Questions card is included in Attachment B at
the end of this toolkit. At the MLC, rather than suspending students caught with an e-cigarette, students had
to research the harmful effects of e-cigarettes and deliver a presentation to their class.

•

Community Circles.
Both EJE Middle Academy and MLC utilize community circles to facilitate discussion and build understanding
and empathy within their student bodies. Community circles can be used in a variety of ways: discussing issues
affecting the entire school community, resolving conflict among groups of students or between students and
staff, addressing bullying, and building trust. It is important to create a safe space and let students share how
they feel without criticism or judgement.

•

Social Groups.
Gabriella Charter Academy and MLC facilitate social groups (or ‘social bunches’) to address specific needs of a
group of students. At Gabriella, a small group of students met with the school psychologist once per week for
eight weeks to teach them conflict resolution, empathy, and relating to each other through positive
interactions. At MLC, the group meetings were year-round.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

•

USDE Resource Guide for Improving School Climate and Discipline

•

Discipline Procedures for Students in Charter Schools – CCSA Resource
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•

Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports

•

Teaching Restorative Practices with Classroom Circles – Lesson Plans and Implementation Toolkit

•

National Charter School Resource Center Discipline Toolkit for school leaders

•
•

Fix School Discipline: How We Can Fix School Discipline Toolkit for Educators
#RethinkDiscipline campaign by the USDE

4. Multi-Tiered System of Supports
Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS) is a construct that combines the principles of Response to Intervention (RTI)
and Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports (PBIS), further integrating a continuum of system-wide resources,
strategies, structures, and practices to offer a comprehensive and responsive framework for systemically addressing
student academic, behavioral, and socioemotional needs. In California, MTSS has been successfully implemented in a
handful of districts, but statewide systemic change is yet to come, despite significant interest in this approach and
evidence of its effectiveness. Tiered interventions, when implemented well, have the potential for meeting the needs
of students without the need for a special education identification.
KEY ASPECTS:
•

High-quality instruction and evidence-based practices;

•

Collaborative, team-based approach to development, implementation, and evaluation of interventions;

•

Increasingly intense, multi-tiered continuum of supports for academic, behavioral, and socioemotional needs;

•

Data-driven decision making and continuous progress monitoring;

•

Family, school, and community partnerships.
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PRACTICAL TIPS:
•

Establish a cross-functional team to systemically develop, implement, and evaluate interventions.
Most schools have a team of people responsible for individual student interventions. This is typically referred
to as a Student Success Team (SST) team. However, schools we visited did not rely on the SST process as the
sole mechanism for providing and tracking interventions. The limitation of the SST process is that it generally
focuses on one student and, in some cases, it does not have regular meeting or consistent membership. While
the schools we visited performed SST functions, they also had an added layer of accountability through a
cross-functional team of professionals who came together on a regular basis to look at student data across all
content areas, grade levels, and subgroups to identify students who were struggling, and to develop
interventions to meet their needs. EJE Middle Academy implemented a comprehensive, school-wide datadriven supports framework called Resiliency Quadrants. The model relies on analyzing assessment and other
quantitative and qualitative data points on all students, and dividing them into four quadrants, based on need.
Students in the lower quadrants are those that receive specialized intervention and instruction. For more
information on the Resiliency Model, see additional resources below.

•

Implement good data collection and analysis systems.
A cornerstone of any quality intervention system is a robust data system. Professionals need to be wellinformed about their students’ progress through both quantitative and qualitative measures.
o Quantitative measures: Schools we visited used a variety of assessments to measure progress of their
students. Some of the most commonly-used included: Fountas & Pinnell, i-Ready, CORE phonics, DIBELS,
Reading Competency Test, Hasbrouck-Tindal Fluency, NWEA, CAASP Interim Assessments, SRI, UC
Berkeley Math, OARS, EADMS, Scantron, Rigby, Aimsweb, Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Easy CBM, and
ESGI.
o Qualitative measures: While most schools relied on anecdotal information from teachers and parents,
some schools had more robust mechanisms for capturing qualitative data. At Santa Rosa Academy,
teachers used an Alternate Ranking Model which asked them to rank all students in their class based on
their academic performance and other data gathered through observations and to flag any concerns they
see in an online survey form. A dedicated team of professionals, including the referring teacher, evaluate
referrals, follow up with students by conducting interviews and collecting additional data, and design and
provide interventions, as appropriate. For more information on the Alternate Ranking Model, see
Attachment C.
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o

•

Effectively track student IEP goal progress. In addition
to overarching systems of data collections, schools
are required to track student progress toward IEP
goals. However, most special education data systems
make it difficult to integrate special education data
tracking with other systems. Literacy First Charter
School developed its own software application for
monitoring progress for all students with special
needs. Magnolia Science Academy 7 (MSA7) uses a
simple system of goal tracking (shown in the picture).
The key element is that administrators can easily see
how all students are doing at any given moment,
identify data trends, and provide supports as
necessary.

Provide specialized interventions regardless of disability.
MTSS framework provides a structure through which
schools can allocate their resources in a way that is more
preventative. Providing early specialized intervention to all students also breaks down the silos between
general and special education and allows schools to create cohesive systems for serving all students.
o Speech and language interventions. At Santa Rosa Academy, all students in the early grades who are
struggling with speech are provided targeted interventions by a speech and language pathology assistant.
Those students who needed additional intervention were assessed for an IEP, but most did not because
the intervention successfully addressed their needs. At Magnolia Science Academy 7, a speech and
language pathologist worked co-taught several lessons with the general education teacher and provided
ongoing coaching to the teachers to language development and speech needs of their students.
o Other specialized interventions. At Gabriella, dance lessons were sometimes co-taught with an
occupations therapist. At CHIME, a school psychologist co-taught self-regulation. At EJE Middle Academy,
the school psychologist had a sign-up sheet outside her door, so that students could schedule themselves
in for counseling when they needed it.
o Schools used a variety of tools and learning platforms for intervention purposes. These included:
i-Ready, LLI (for literacy - Fountas & Pinnell), Project Read/Write, Lindamood Bell, BoysTown, PBIS World,
Wright Group, Social Stories, iStation Reading, Lexia Proloquo to Go Clicker, SymbleStix, Zones of
Regulation, Touch Math Second Step, Strong Kids/Strong Teens, Habits of Mind, WhyTry?, School
Yourselff, Khan Academy, Great Leaps, Reading A-Z, Ipad Apps, Ticket to Read, Building Blocks, ConnectEd,
Reach, Achieve3000, Lexia, Measuring Up Math Intervention, Calle de Lectura (Spanish reading
intervention) Keep on Reading (English reading intervention), Scantron, Razkids, Read Naturally, and
Successmaker.

•

Share a list of available supports.
One of the often-overlooked aspects of tiered support systems is making sure that the intervention options
are well-known by all staff and that the referral process for intervention is simple. Oxford Preparatory
Academy has developed an Academic Strategic Success Plan, which provides an easy template to document
concerns and interventions as well as to track student progress (Attachment D). Oakland School for the Arts
has a one-page handout of various interventions and supports available as well as an online Google Form
survey that teachers can fill out to refer students for intervention consideration (Attachment E).
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
•

California Department of Education (CDE) MTSS Implementation Learning Modules

•

Webinar: Multi-Tiered Systems of Support for Your School

•

Resiliency Model

•

Organizations in CA that can support you with MTSS implementation: Pivot Learning Partners and Seneca Family of
Agencies.

5. Family and Community Partnerships
Effectively meeting the needs of every student requires
supports beyond the school walls. We have found that highly
effective schools proactively build strong relationships within
their communities, including with students’ families and
community organizations.
EXAMPLES:
•

University partnerships
EJE Middle Academy has a partnership with UC San
Diego to pair some of their students with a college
student mentor. CHIME has a partnership with California State University Northridge (CSUN) for student
teaching placements. They also have ongoing collaboration on various professional development and teacher
training programs, and many of CHIME’s highly-skilled special education paraprofessionals are CSUN students.
University partnerships can be a great way to obtain additional resources for your students and families as
well as to contribute expertise to your community.

•

Ensuring health and wellbeing of whole family
o Family trainings
Many of the schools we visited offered free trainings for families on a variety of topics including
supporting needs of students with various learning differences and positive behavior support. Non-profit
advocacy organizations will often come onto your campus and offer free trainings to your staff or
students as part of their mission to educate the community.
o Home visits
Several schools reported home visits as part of school culture and expectation. At EJE Middle Academy,
teachers were expected to conduct 20 such visits per year. At MSA7 and Gabriella, teachers could request
to do a home visit on an as-needed basis. These visits are helpful in connecting with families,
understanding their challenges, and finding better ways to support them.
o Wraparound supports
Schools can serve as great resources for connecting students and families to the supports and services
they need. Schools we visited embraced this role by providing a wide range of services, including
connections to homeless shelters, free clinics, mental health counseling, food, personal hygiene supplies,

o

and interpreter services. While free community resources vary depending on the area in which your
school is located, resources linked below can offer a good place to start.
Transition Services
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Schools included in our study worked very hard to make sure that students who graduated were prepared
for successful transition to their next school, college, or employment. EJE Middle Academy provided free
th
support to all 8 grade families in researching high school options and completing the necessary
paperwork for high school enrollment. The high schools we visited worked to make sure that every
student has applied to at least one college prior to graduating. It is particularly critical for schools to
ensure that students with special needs can thrive not only in school but beyond. Many county offices of
education offer career and skills training resources that schools could link to.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
•

211.org is a free service available in most areas where you can find out about mental health, counseling, or other
resources available in your community and beyond.

•

Mental Health America is a non-profit dedicated to improving the lives of people living with mental illness. The
organization has offices and branches around the country, and a comprehensive “finding help” tool that includes
self-assessment tools, links to finding someone in your community to talk to, as well as an emergency help line.

•

The Trevor Project provides crisis intervention and suicide prevention for LGBTQ youth.

•

Understood.org is a great resource to share with parents and teachers to help them better understand different
abilities.

•

Transition resources: PACER, CA Dept. of Education Secondary Transition Planning, Project Workability Regional
Contacts

6. Cutting-Edge Technologies and Practices
With the advancement of new technologies and evidence-based research in promising practices, schools should be free
to implement new approaches to behavior training with their students. Providing charter schools with the flexibility
and resources to implement these innovations is and will continue to be a critical factor in closing the special education
achievement gap.
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES AND APPROACHES:
•

Neurofeedback Training. MLC uses this program, which provides game-like feedback for a student to help regulate
brainwaves in an effort to improve behavior or focus. In a therapy session, a student had brainwave receptors
attached to his head while watching a movie. When he was focused and responding to the stimuli appropriately,
the picture on the screen grew larger and more colorful and the sound in his headphones intensified. When he lost
focus, the picture grew smaller and the sound got duller. The goal of this kind of therapy is to train the brain to
regulate itself. The occupational therapist conducting the session explained that the students get better over time
at maintaining the highest quality of image and sound, which then translates to them being able to self-regulate
better in real life. Research on this approach is still very limited, but one recent study of 36 students with autism
spectrum disorders showed improvements in aspects of behavior necessary for successful social interactions with
Neurofeedback Training (Friedrich et. al., 2015)

•

Feed-Forward Modeling (FFM), a, video-based technology that has shown great promise in recent years. This
approach involves eliciting the desired behaviors from a participant, filming these behaviors, and then editing the
video to show the participant using these behaviors in a new situation. In a recent study, using FFM has led to
dramatic improvements in behavior, sometimes only requiring one training session to teach the desired behaviors.
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Furthermore, newly modeled behavior improvements have been sustained as participants demonstrate improved
attention and academic performance (McDermott, 2016).
•

Zones of Regulation. Many students struggle with regulating their emotions, impulses, and sensory needs, which
can lead to behavioral, socioemotional, and academic challenges. This approach provides a framework through
which to teach students to become more aware of how they feel, how their behavior affects others, and what
strategies to use to self-regulate (Kyupers & Sautter, 2012). School leaders and teachers using this model shared
that the framework provided a common language and approach for the entire school to help students learn skills
of self-awareness and self-regulation. The curriculum is co-taught in collaboration with the school psychologist.
One school we visited had taped a graphic of the different zones, with their corresponding emotions, on each
student’s desk to remind the students to check in and identify how they are feeling.

•

Mindfulness training. Mindfulness, the meditative practice of focusing our attention on our thoughts, feelings, and
environment in the present moment, has been gaining a lot of positive attention from practitioners and researches
alike for its potential to help students improve behavior and focus in school. A 2013 study of low-income and
minority elementary school children demonstrated significant and sustained improvement in the areas of
attention, self-control, classroom participation, and respect for others (Black & Fernando). Another study of
students ages 12-16 found reduced stress and symptoms of depression as well as increased well-being (Kuyken, et
al., 2013). Schools that reported using mindfulness meditation shared that their students feel calmer, more
focused, and have fewer discipline issues.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
•

Neurofeedback technology resources: The program is implemented and can be observed at the Multicultural
Learning Center Charter School in Los Angeles. Neurofeedback technology may be available through your
Occupational Therapy service provider.

•

Zones of Regulation: zonesofregulation.com

•

Mindfulness in schools: mindfulnessinschools.org, mindfulschools.org, mindup.org

7. Flexibility and Autonomy
Currently, charter schools in California have two options for special education. Like all California traditional public
schools, charter schools must be a member of a Special Education Local Planning Area (SELPA). Unlike traditional
schools however, the nature of that membership depends on whether the charter school either: (1) Maintains status as
a "school of the authorizer" for special education; or (2) Becomes an independent Local Education Agency (LEA) for
special education. In our research, we found that charter schools that are their own LEAs for special education or those
that operate in “LEA-like” arrangements with have shown the most success and innovation with their special education
population. Programmatic flexibility is key in securing and developing quality staff, implementing new programs, and
aligning special education and general education into one coherent system of tiered supports. With LEA or LEA-like
status also comes complete responsibility for providing the entire continuum of services and supports for a wide range
of student needs. Not all charter schools are prepared or have capacity to operate in such a way, but each year, an
increasing number of charter schools seek special education autonomy. As of 2016-17, approximately 50% of all charter
schools in CA were independent LEAs or LEA-like.

PRACTICAL TIPS:
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•

Remain connected with your authorizer, SELPA, and/or county office of education.
Most charter schools should be able to serve a full continuum of student needs; however, sometimes students
require more restrictive alternative placements for a period of time. As LEAs, charter schools are responsible
for the cost of such placements. However, just like traditional public schools, charter schools should be able to
rely on the regional special education infrastructure to secure alternative placements. These placements can
be found through your authorizer, SELPA, or county office of education on a fee-for-service basis. Other
charter schools in your region may also have developed some specialized expertise. Alternatively, a charter
school may be able to work with another entity, such as a Nonpublic School/Agency, to develop additional
expertise.

•

Develop a strong network of quality-related services providers.
As an LEA, your school will need to contract with a variety of related service providers to meet the varied and
evolving needs of your students. A number of Nonpublic Agencies operate across the state and are certified to
provide services. A link to CCSA list of qualified providers below.

•

Access all available streams of funding.
All SELPAs receive additional funding for Educationally-Related Mental Health Services (ERMHS), which is
distributed in accordance with the SELPA allocation plan. Charter schools currently not accessing these funds
should work with their SELPA to ensure that they can get appropriate supports. Additionally, Medi-Cal eligible
students are entitled to the Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment (EPSDT), which provides
comprehensive and preventive health care services for children under age 21. Charter school LEAs should be
able to participate in a billing consortium (typically through a district or county office of education) to access
these funds.

•

Consider an MOU. If your school is not yet prepared to be an LEA, consider working with your authorizer to gain
additional autonomy in special education via a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). A link to CCSA MOU
guidance below.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

•

CCSA Special Education Toolkit - Understanding Options for Special Education

•

CCSA List of Qualified Special Education Service Providers

•

CCSA Special Education MOU Guidance

•

Local Educational Agency Medi-Cal Billing CA Dept. of Healthcare Services

8. Staff Development
Charter schools studied demonstrated universal commitment to professional development, including ongoing coaching
and support. School leaders shared a variety of ways in which they approached it, but there were several key aspects
that were consistent across the schools.
KEY ASPECTS:
•

Data-driven;

•

Tailored to the needs of the staff and students;

•

Ongoing.
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PRACTICAL TIPS:
•

Summer trainings. All of the schools committed
at least a full week before school start for preservice training. A portion of this training was
consistently dedicated to special education and
multi-tiered support systems and structures
that teachers needed to be fully aware of
before the school year began.

•

Ongoing training. Throughout the school year,
schools also offered training and professional
development during weekly staff meetings and
in longer sessions on a monthly basis.

•

Professional Learning Communities: Literacy
First Charter School and OSA ran small
professional learning communities (PLCs)
focused on specific needs and goals of the PLC
members.

•

Teacher targeted professional development. All
of the schools studied tailored professional development and support to the needs of their staff rather than
following a predetermined training curriculum. Three of the schools reported specifically soliciting information
from their teachers about their professional development needs.

•

Leadership opportunities for educators. It was also common for schools to rely on internal staff expertise rather
than seeking outside professional development providers.

•

Professional development based on student needs. In addition to soliciting feedback from staff, schools also based
their professional development scope and sequence on student data trends and needs identified by school leaders
during teacher observations and evaluations.

•

Paraprofessional training. Two of the schools reported offering specific training for their special education
paraprofessional staff. CHIME has a very robust paraprofessional training program that included online modules,
weekly trainings, and on-the-job training by special education teachers.

9. Continuous Improvement
It goes without saying that in order to design and maintain successful programs, schools need to work constantly to
refine and improve it. Schools we visited set a variety of goals for their ongoing development, but a few common
themes also emerged.
PRACTICAL TIPS:
•

Observe other successful programs and attend workshops and conferences.
Schools we visited frequently referenced other programs that they observed and successful elements that
they have adopted from them. The table in Attachment F lists contact information for the schools that we
visited and specific successful elements of their special education programs. However, make sure that your
staff has an opportunity to learn from other models at least once per year.
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•

Track special education subgroup outcomes and growth.
Schools we visited paid particular attention to the educational outcomes of their students with special needs.
In our data collection, we were interested in learning how schools grappled with measuring academic
achievement and progress of students with disabilities. We found that they placed the emphasis
on including scores of students with disabilities in rigorous data analysis in the same manner as
any other student as they were expected to progress toward standards mastery. However, schools
also looked at student growth. At KIPP Raices, the growth model factored in the rate of growth of other
students with similar achievement. In other words, they compared the rate of growth of a student with special
needs to other students (with or without disabilities) who started at the same baseline achievement level.

•

Look for areas of overlap.
Special education supports often overlap with services for other vulnerable subgroups. Students with special
needs may require intensive language instruction and intervention, but so do some students who are English
language learners or some students in foster care. Schools we visited worked on creating more cohesive and
integrated tiered systems that streamlined their support processes. Depending on your school’s
demographics, your school may have different overlapping needs, but creating over-arching support systems
will ensure success for all.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

•

CCSA Conference

•

National Charter School Special Education Resource Center

•

Council for Exceptional Children
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ATTACHMENT C

What is Alternate Ranking?
It is a way to reflect on student performance levels.

What is Alternate Ranking?

ALTERNATE RANKING
Safety Net

Reflect on each student’s classroom performance in
relation to an established set of criteria and list the
students in an alternating fashion from most competent
to least competent.

Directions for Alternate Ranking
What criteria should be considered?
Ø First identify the student most competent
Competence of grade level standards evaluated through:
v Oral language and Proficiency
v Classroom performance and daily student work
v Text reading above/on/or below grade level
v Reading and analyzing comprehension capabilities
v Writing capabilities
v Mathematics capabilities
v Informal assessments
v Formative assessments

Ø Place the student’s name in box #1 of the ranking sheet
Ø Next identify the student that is least competent and place
their name in the last box of the Alternate Ranking Sheet
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ATTACHMENT D
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ATTACHMENT E

Oakland'School'for'the'Arts'
General'Education'
Academic'Support'Services'
2015=16'
Goals:'Service'Implementation,'Program'Design,'and'Resource'Development'
'
On=Going'Programs'
14. SocioYEmotional*Groups*
1. Academic*Watch*List*
15. Student*Planners*
2. CAHSEE*Support*
*
3. College*Advising*
New'2014=15'
a. College*Summit*
1. Academic*Support*Periods*(HS)*
i. Gr9/Gr12*Curriculum*
2. Attendance*Monitor*
ii. Peer*Leaders*
3. In*Class*Math*Tutors*
b. Essay*Writing*Support*
4. Independent*Study*
c. Early*Start*Program*(HNU)*
5. Student*Workshops*(PL)*
d. Naviance:*Family*Connection*
6. Wellness*Coordinator*
e. PrepMe*Online*SAT*Prep*
*
f. BACTA/College*Fair*
New'This'Year/In'Process'
4. Coordination*of*Services*Team*(COST)*
1. Habits*of*Mind*(HS)*
5. CELDT*Testing*
2. ELA*Lab*(MS)*
6. Credit*Recovery*
3. Schoolwide*Reading/Literacy*
7. ELA*Portfolio**
a. Annual*Reading*Assessment*
8. Family*Meetings*
*
9. Freshman*Orientation*
Programs'Under'Exploration'
10. Intervention*Tracking*Sheet*(MS)*
1. Diversity*Program*Support*
11. Learning*Center*
a. ELL*Program*(CELDT)*
12. Math*Lab*
2. Find*Your*Voice*Advisory*
a. MS:*Math/Study*Support*
3. Math*Lab:*Upper*Level**
b. HS:*Alg*I*
4. New*Student*Support**
13. Section*504*Plans*
5. Parent*Workshops*
'
Academic'Support'Team'
Amanda:* Counseling*and*Wellness*
Arlyle:* * Academic*Watch*List/Grade*Monitoring*
Giselle:*
Program*Management,*Academic*Counseling,*College*Advising*
Julie:*
MS*Math*Lab,*Summer*Bridge*
Justin:**
Learning*Center*
Karen:**
HS*Math*Lab*
Laurice:*
Reading/Literacy*Expert,*Learning*Center*
Marie:**
HS*504,*Attendance,*Independent*Study*
Maya:*
COST,*SocioYEmotional*Groups*
Tarolyn:*
Credit*Recovery,*Student*Behavior*Support*
Wendy:*
MS*504,*Habits*of*Mind*
Teachers,*Staff,*Admin:** Identify,*refer,*and*provide*student*support*
*
Academic'Support'Referral'Process*
1. Teachers*bring*concerns*to*division*meetings;*Admin*disseminates*action*items.*
2. COST*referrals*are*made*through*division*meetings/Referral*Form.*
3. Learning*Center*Referral*Form.*
'
Approved'Forms'
• COST*Referral*Form:*
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/17z_EYyBdrgIBrD3dM_2IfUDVsj5eYJJHUPwhiX1XyfQ/viewform*
• 504*Referral*Form/Approval*to*Collect*Data*
• Learning*Center*Referral*form*
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ATTACHMENT F
School name

School Address and Website

Characteristics / Rationale

EJE Middle
Academy

851 S Johnson Ave, El Cajon, CA 92020
http://www.ejeacademies.org/

Dual language immersion, strong performance
in both years, unique arrangement with
authorizer for special education, innovative
model for targeting interventions (Resiliency
Model), California Gold Ribbon.
Strong performance in first year, multicultural
approach to community building, dual language
immersion, team-based approach to
intervention, innovative interventions
(Neurofeedback), wide range of disabilities.
Nationally-recognized arts program, innovative
therapeutic program, COST team approach to
intervention, defined MTSS.
Strong performance, STEM/STEAM focus, tiered
interventions.

Multicultural 7510 De Soto Ave, Canoga Park, CA 91303
Learning
http://www.mlccharter.org/
Center

Oakland
School for
the Arts
Magnolia
Science
Academy 7
CHIME

530 18th St, Oakland, CA 94612
http://www.oakarts.org/

Literacy First

799 E Washington Ave, El Cajon, CA 92020
http://www.lfcsinc.org/

KIPP Raices

668 S Atlantic Blvd, East Los Angeles, CA
90022
www.kippla.org/raices/
27587 La Piedra Rd, Menifee, CA 92584
http://sra.mn/

Santa Rosa
Academy
Oxford
Preparatory
Academy
Gabriella
Charter
School

18355 Roscoe Blvd, Northridge, CA 91325
http://msa7.magnoliapublicschools.org/
19722 Collier St, Woodland Hills, CA 91364
www.chimeinstitute.org/

23000 Vía Santa Maria, Mission Viejo, CA
92691
https://soc.oxfordpreparatoryacademy.com/
1435 Logan St, Los Angeles, CA 90026
http://www.gabriellacharterschool.org/

Strong performance, recognized model of
inclusion, broad range of disabilities, innovative
practices.
Strong performance in both years, developed
system of tiered interventions, innovative use of
technology.
National Blue ribbon, innovative programs
tailored to student needs, strong data culture.
Unique 3-track model of independent study,
site based, and combination. STEM focus.
Strong systems of intervention.
Strong performance in both years, developed
MTSS, strong collaboration practices.
Strong performance in both years, dance
program, broad range of disabilities, California
Gold Ribbon.
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